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Abstract

IMPORTANCE Identifying new prognostic features in colon cancer has the potential to refine
histopathologic review and inform patient care. Although prognostic artificial intelligence systems
have recently demonstrated significant risk stratification for several cancer types, studies have not
yet shown that the machine learning–derived features associated with these prognostic artificial
intelligence systems are both interpretable and usable by pathologists.

OBJECTIVE To evaluate whether pathologist scoring of a histopathologic feature previously
identified by machine learning is associated with survival among patients with colon cancer.

DESIGN, SETTING, AND PARTICIPANTS This prognostic study used deidentified, archived
colorectal cancer cases from January 2013 to December 2015 from the University of Milano-Bicocca.
All available histologic slides from 258 consecutive colon adenocarcinoma cases were reviewed from
December 2021 to February 2022 by 2 pathologists, who conducted semiquantitative scoring for
tumor adipose feature (TAF), which was previously identified via a prognostic deep learning model
developed with an independent colorectal cancer cohort.

MAIN OUTCOMES AND MEASURES Prognostic value of TAF for overall survival and disease-
specific survival as measured by univariable and multivariable regression analyses. Interpathologist
agreement in TAF scoring was also evaluated.

RESULTS A total of 258 colon adenocarcinoma histopathologic cases from 258 patients (138 men
[53%]; median age, 67 years [IQR, 65-81 years]) with stage II (n = 119) or stage III (n = 139) cancer
were included. Tumor adipose feature was identified in 120 cases (widespread in 63 cases, multifocal
in 31, and unifocal in 26). For overall survival analysis after adjustment for tumor stage, TAF was
independently prognostic in 2 ways: TAF as a binary feature (presence vs absence: hazard ratio [HR]
for presence of TAF, 1.55 [95% CI, 1.07-2.25]; P = .02) and TAF as a semiquantitative categorical
feature (HR for widespread TAF, 1.87 [95% CI, 1.23-2.85]; P = .004). Interpathologist agreement for
widespread TAF vs lower categories (absent, unifocal, or multifocal) was 90%, corresponding to a κ
metric at this threshold of 0.69 (95% CI, 0.58-0.80).

CONCLUSIONS AND RELEVANCE In this prognostic study, pathologists were able to learn and
reproducibly score for TAF, providing significant risk stratification on this independent data set.
Although additional work is warranted to understand the biological significance of this feature and to
establish broadly reproducible TAF scoring, this work represents the first validation to date of human
expert learning from machine learning in pathology. Specifically, this validation demonstrates that a
computationally identified histologic feature can represent a human-identifiable, prognostic feature
with the potential for integration into pathology practice.
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Introduction

Colorectal adenocarcinoma represents the third most common cancer and the second leading cause
of cancer mortality. The management of these cases relies primarily on classic histopathology-
based prognostic markers,1 including tumor budding,2 lymphovascular invasion,3 tumor
differentiation, and TNM staging.4,5 Prognostic markers are of significant clinical interest in colorectal
cancer, as some patients with stage II disease may benefit from adjuvant chemotherapy, and, for
patients with stage III disease, improved prognostic information can inform treatment regimen and
duration.6-8 Better risk stratification and prognostic markers within stage II and stage III colorectal
cancer, therefore, offer opportunities to improve therapy decisions and patient care. In this setting,
the use of digital pathology tools (eg, machine learning) has recently demonstrated the capability to
provide prognostic information about colon cancer with the use of routine histopathologic slides.9-11

This led to the identification of the tumor adipose feature (TAF), moderately to poorly differentiated
tumor cells in close proximity to adipocytes, as a machine learning–derived feature that
demonstrated promising, independent prognostic value in stage II and III colorectal cancer cases.10

In the present study, we evaluated and validated this feature via traditional histopathologic review,
assessing whether the machine learning–derived TAF retains its prognostic value when assessed by
human pathologists in an external cohort of colorectal adenocarcinoma cases.

Methods

Data Source
This prognostic study used consecutive, archived colorectal cancer cases retrieved from the ASST
Monza, San Gerardo Hospital, University of Milano-Bicocca (UNIMIB), Monza, Italy, from January
2013 to December 2015. Inclusion criteria included untreated cases of primary stage II or III cancer,
availability of tumor-containing slides, and availability of information on clinical outcomes.
Institutional review of pathology reports and clinical notes was performed to obtain the
clinicopathologic cohort characteristics described. Cohort characteristics in the Table were
ascertained from pathology reports. These data represent a validation cohort independent from the
initial feature discovery and test cohort described previously.10 Institutional review board approval
for this retrospective study using deidentified slides was obtained from the ethics committee of
UNIMIB and the ethics committee of the Medical University of Graz with a waiver of informed
consent because deidentified data were used. This study followed the Transparent Reporting of a
Multivariable Prediction Model for Individual Prognosis or Diagnosis (TRIPOD) reporting guideline
for diagnostic and prognostic studies.

TAF Scoring
Tumor adipose feature was scored independently from December 2021 to February 2022 by 2
pathologists (V.L. and F.P.) with 8 and 12 years, respectively, of experience in gastrointestinal
pathology. Pathologists were blinded to the patient outcomes per case (see the Prognostic
Evaluation subsection of the Methods section). All glass slides from the cases were evaluated
independently by the 2 observers to assess the presence or absence of TAF and the extent of the
feature, when present, resulting in a summary score for each case. Additional histopathologic
features were not reviewed at the time of retrospective TAF scoring. Prior to case review and TAF
scoring, the pathologists completed training via review and discussion of the TAF patch examples
identified in the initial feature discovery cohort.10 The images in eFigures 1, 2, 3, and 4 in
Supplement 1 were also reviewed to enable a better understanding of TAF appearance and histologic
context at different magnifications. Pathologists also reviewed an initial set of archived cases from
UNIMIB to align and calibrate on TAF classification. Based on both initial pathologist discussion and
the quantitative significance of TAF observed previously,10 TAF was classified semiquantitatively at
the case level as absent, unifocal, multifocal, or widespread (Figure 1). For the prespecified primary
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analysis, the threshold for presence of TAF was defined as multifocal or widespread. All tumor-
containing slides from each case were used for case-level scoring using archived glass slides and
traditional microscopy. After independent review, cases in the final study set with discrepant scoring
were jointly reviewed to resolve disagreement.

Prognostic Evaluation
Planned analysis was conducted to evaluate the association of the presence of TAF with overall
survival (OS) and colorectal cancer disease-specific survival (DSS) after adjustment for tumor stage
(stage II or III in this study). Overall survival and DSS were ascertained from electronic health records
as of December 2021. Disease-free survival time was not consistently available for analysis.

Table. Cohort Characteristics

Characteristic
All cases, No. (%)
(N = 258)

Age, median (IQR), y 67 (65-81)

Events

Overall survival 123 (47)

Disease-specific survival 36 (14)

Sex

Female 120 (47)

Male 138 (53)

Stage

IIA 102 (40)

IIB 14 (5)

IIC 3 (1)

IIIA 11 (4)

IIIB 99 (38)

IIIC 29 (11)

Grade

Low 189 (73)

High 69 (27)

Tumor location

Right colon 160 (62)

Left colon 98 (38)

Histologic subtype

Adenocarcinoma NOS 235 (91)

Mucinous 23 (9)

Lymphovascular invasion

Absent 87 (34)

Present 171 (66)

Margin status

Negative 253 (98)

Positive 5 (2)

MMR or MSI

Stable 71 (28)

Loss of MMR or MSI 14 (5)

NA 173 (67)

TAF

None observed 138 (54)

Unifocal 26 (10)

Multifocal 31 (12)

Widespread 63 (24)

Abbreviations: MMR, mismatch repair; MSI, microsatellite instability; NA, not
available; NOS, not otherwise specified; TAF, tumor adipose feature.
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Disease-specific death was defined on the basis of documented tumor metastasis or progression
being present at or near the time of death (either via clinical or pathologic reports) and thus may
underrepresent actual disease-specific events if such documentation was not present in the available
data. These end points occurred between 2013 and 2021, corresponding to a mean (SD) follow-up
period for events of 61 (34) months. On the basis of pilot data for a cohort of 200 cases, planned
analysis was also conducted to evaluate the hazard ratio (HR) associated with increasing amounts of
TAF as scored by pathologist review (see the TAF Scoring subsection). Additional analysis was
performed to investigate the association of TAF with prognosis after adjustment for additional
available baseline variables, including grade, histologic subtype, mismatch, lymphovascular invasion
status, and tumor location.

Statistical Analysis
All survival analyses (eg, Cox proportional hazards regression, Kaplan-Meier estimation) were
performed using the lifelines, version 0.26.0, software package.12 All P values were from 2-sided tests
and results were deemed statistically significant at P < .05. The sample size was determined via
power analysis assuming an HR of 2.5 (estimated on prior data). At least 250 cases were required to
ensure power exceeding 0.8.

Results

Cohort Characteristics
A total of 258 colon adenocarcinoma histopathologic cases from 258 patients (138 men [53%] and
120 women [47%]; median age, 67 years [IQR, 65-81 years]) with stage II (119 [46%]) and stage III
(139 [54%]) cancer were included. Additional cohort characteristics are summarized in the Table.
From an initial consecutive cohort of 371 cases, 11 cases from patients who underwent neoadjuvant

Figure 1. Examples of Tumor Adipose Feature (TAF) Identification and Semiquantitative Scoring
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therapy, 5 cases representing recurrent disease, 91 cases with either stage I (n = 75) or
IV (n = 16) disease, 3 cases without clinical data available, and 3 cases with rectal cancer
were excluded.

TAF Evaluation
The final TAF classification for the cases (none observed, unifocal, multifocal, or widespread) in this
study are summarized in the TAF rows of the Table, with example images in Figure 1. Tumor adipose
feature was identified in 120 cases (47%), with multifocal involvement in 31 cases (12%) and
widespread involvement in 63 cases (24%). Overall pathologist agreement on initial review
was 72% across all TAF scores and 90% for widespread TAF vs other classifications, corresponding
to a κ metric of 0.69 (95% CI, 0.58-0.80) at this threshold. Concordance between pathologists
for TAF classification and resolution of initial disagreements are summarized in eTable 1 in
Supplement 1.

TAF Prognostic Value
Planned analysis was conducted to evaluate the association of TAF with OS and DSS (Figure 2 and
Figure 3). Significant prognostic value of pathologist-identified TAF using a binary threshold was
observed for OS (HR, 1.55 [95% CI, 1.07-2.25]; P = .02) (Figure 2A), but not for DSS (HR, 1.86 [95% CI,
0.95-3.62]; P = .07) (Figure 2B). In addition, a quantity-dependent association of TAF was observed
for both OS and DSS, with widespread TAF demonstrating an HR of 1.87 (95% CI, 1.23-2.85; P = .004)
for OS (Figure 2C and Figure 3A) and an HR of 2.29 (95% CI, 1.09-4.70; P = .03) for DSS in stage-
adjusted analysis (Figure 2D and Figure 3B). Finally, we analyzed the association of TAF with
prognosis after adjustment for additional available baseline variables, including age, sex, grade,
histologic subtype, lymphovascular invasion status, and tumor location. These results are
summarized in eTable 2 and eFigure 5 in Supplement 1. For OS, only age (HR, 1.07 [95% CI, 1.05-1.09];
P < .001), stage (HR 1.60 [95% CI, 1.03-2.51]; P = .04), and widespread TAF (HR 1.79 [95% CI,
1.14-2.81]; P = .01) remained independently prognostic in multivariable analysis. For DSS, only stage
(HR, 3.57 [95% CI, 1.39-9.18]; P = .008) and widespread TAF (HR, 2.19 [95% CI, 1.01-4.75]; P = .047)
remained independently prognostic. Univariable hazard ratios are provided in eTable 3 in
Supplement 1.

Figure 2. Association of Tumor Adipose Feature (TAF) With Overall Survival (OS) and Disease-Specific Survival (DSS)
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Discussion

Our study validates that pathologists can learn a novel morphologic feature discovered by a machine
learning model, and that this human-based scoring can be reproducible and prognostic. There has
been substantial anticipation that artificial intelligence (AI) can serve as a discovery tool for novel
histologic features associated with disease biology or prognosis. However, with many
top-performing prognostic models relying on hard-to-interpret approaches and with interpretability
efforts that often focus on identification of already established concepts, learning novel features
from machine learning remains particularly challenging. By providing proof of concept that a specific,
machine learning–derived morphologic feature can provide prognostic value when learned and
scored by pathologists, this work represents a milestone for AI in pathology. Specifically, this study
further validates the prognostic significance of TAF across an external cohort from a different country
and institution by using pathologist TAF scoring of complete cases on glass histology slides. In
particular, the cases with widespread TAF were detected with substantial interobserver agreement;
these cases demonstrated significantly poorer prognosis compared with cases without TAF or those
with lower amounts of TAF.

Even in this initial study, the pathologist agreement for feature scoring was on par with that of
well-established prognostic features with scoring guidelines that have been refined over years or
decades.12,13 For example, at the most relevant prognostic threshold for TAF, widespread vs other
(including absent), the κ value was 0.69 (corresponding to 90% agreement). For widespread vs
unifocal or multifocal TAF, the κ value was 0.58. These results appear in line with or even exceed the
interobserver agreement for established prognostic factors routinely evaluated in colorectal cancer,
such as tumor budding and lymphovascular invasion. For example, the estimated interobserver
agreement for lymphovascular invasion has been reported to be a κ value ranging from 0.23 to 0.28
on hematoxylin-eosin staining,3,14 with only mild improvement when using immunohistochemistry
for endothelial markers (κ, 0.26-0.42)3 or elastin (κ, 0.41).14 For tumor budding, another well-
established prognostic feature in colorectal cancer, estimated interobserver variability reports a κ
value ranging from 0.41 to 0.93, again with immunohistochemistry associated with only marginal
improvement (κ, 0.53-0.87).13 In summary, these results suggest that TAF scoring can achieve
substantial interobserver reproducibility consistent with the potential to be clinically usable.
However, just as was necessary for tumor budding and other prognostic features used in clinical

Figure 3. Kaplan-Meier Curves Stratified on the Presence of Widespread Tumor Adipose Feature (TAF)
vs All Other Cases
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practice, additional efforts to define appropriate scoring systems and thresholds will be required to
refine and improve the prognostic value reported here.

This study demonstrates an important proof of concept for AI-based feature discovery and
validation, addressing the important connection between explainability and utility for AI models in
medicine.15 These findings raise the biological significance of TAF as an important topic for further
investigation, a notion that is further supported by the recent AI-based identification of
inflammatory adipose tissue associated with lymph node metastasis in colon cancer16 and a
proposed mechanism linking adipose tissue to colorectal cancer metastasis and epithelial to
mesenchymal transition.17 In addition, while TAF is not specifically associated with depth of tumor
invasion (based on presence and prognostic value across stage and T categories) and appears to be
distinct from the presence of adipose more generally as a component of the tumor
microenvironment,18 efforts to understand its possible association with obesity and colon cancer
features such as tumor border configuration19 and tumor budding are also warranted.

Limitations
This work has some limitations, including the single-institution nature of this validation study as well
as the limited number of pathologists involved to demonstrate a reproducible scoring strategy. In
addition, the availability of molecular information for the cases from this period was limited.
Validation in data sets with more complete information regarding molecular covariates, such as
mismatch repair status or BRAF variants, could also be useful.

Conclusions

This prognostic study represents a milestone for AI in pathology and medicine, demonstrating both
the feasibility and prognostic potential for pathologist-based integration of a feature identified via
machine learning. Although much work is still necessary to establish and validate reproducible
scoring systems for TAF and to further understand generalizability of the results reported here, the
ability to identify, learn, and validate a machine learning–derived feature offers opportunities for
feature discovery and hypothesis generation using AI. After the demonstration of generalizable
prognostic value and consistent scoring strategies across pathologists, AI-derived prognostic
features can potentially be used along with well-established features in prospective cases to enable
further validation and clinical integration.
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